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US Fleet Tracking Reveals 3 Tips For Improving Fleet Business Practices
With GPS Tracking

US Fleet Tracking explains how, when used properly, GPS tracking can offer many benefits for
fleet businesses.

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma (PRWEB) July 27, 2016 -- It’s about that time again when management starts to ask
how profits were this summer. Perhaps, they weren’t what the business owner hoped they would be. When
seeking out new ways to improve a fleet business for the rest of the year, GPS tracking may come to mind.
When used properly, these devices can really give a fleet business many benefits that will help in the process of
improving business practices. Today, US Fleet Tracking reveals 3 tips for improving fleet business practices
with GPS tracking.

1.) Using Devices To Schedule And Update Jobs: Management can use the GPS tracking system to
automatically schedule jobs for drivers. Then, drivers can continuously update on their job status via the GPS
trackingsoftware to keep dispatchers and managers informed. Everyone stays in the loop, making things run
more smoothly.

2.) Using Devices To Dispatch And Plan Routes: Dispatchers can communicate with drivers via two-way
communication so that drivers can keep their hands on the wheel and eyes on the road. Routes can be easily
created on the map and manipulated in case heavy traffic or construction stands in the way.

3.) Using Devices To Provide Live Views And Safety: The live map shows management the location of every
driver in the field. This ensures drivers stay on the right track. The reports provide safety by recording driver
behaviors such as speeding, harsh braking, acceleration and other aggressive driving behaviors. With this data,
management can take action to reduce insurance claims, driver injury, and vehicle repairs.

Using GPS tracking features to the fullest makes completing jobs simple rather than taking up hours. It’s also
an effective way to save time on routing and provide extra security measures. As an added bonus, by making
the fleet team improve it’s possible to take on more jobs and really rake in the profits. It's never been easier to
earn return on investment from a product and make more money at the same time.

To view US Fleet Tracking’s GPS tracking selection, please click here.
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Contact Information
Sam Sims
US Fleet Tracking
http://www.usfleettracking.com/
+1 405.726.9919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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